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Abstract. In decades, various organizations worldwide engaged with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in order to show their corporate commitments and responsibilities towards societies at large. These commitments and responsibilities are coming from monetary and non-monetary resources for example cash, equipment’s and human resources whom are used for social purposes and activities that leads to a betterment of society and also to improved organization reputation. However, in today’s knowledge and innovation led economy, organizations can no longer affords to get involve in charity and community services merely to fulfil social return without having any sort of economic payoffs. This situation warrants organizations moving beyond CSR to Corporate Social Innovation. This paper explores conceptual understanding between CSR and Corporate Social Innovation. CSR is a traditional philanthropy and old paradigm which is somewhat no longer sufficient in coping with current economic situation. Hence, this paper provides an insight and suggests that corporate social innovation as an emergence new paradigm that perhaps could provide a comprehensive representation in the era of knowledge and innovation led economy that will leads to real change in improving the well-being of people’s life, enhance economic and technological growth. Furthermore, this paper also highlighted knowledge resource is the most significant resource of Corporate Social Innovation.
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1 Introduction

For more than five decades, organizations and business entities include CSR in their strategic planning and operational decision making process. By incorporating CSR activities for example philanthropy and volunteering in their main business plan structure, organizations are said fulfilling its obligation towards the welfare of its society. According to [1], sustainability of business growth does not entirely dependent upon its economic performance but most importantly how business deals and interacts with society around
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them, which in turn contributes massively towards society and environment betterment. However, present turbulence of business environment, intense competition pressure, globalization and technological change offers organization no other choice but an absolute ultimatum in order to stay survival, to keep abreast with competitive demands and technological change and to ensure long-term business prosperity [2, 3]. From the above challenging and competitive economic situation, [4] stressed that organization and business entities can no longer affords to engage in CSR activities solely to fulfil social responsibilities without reap a commercial return on their contributions on CSR [4]. Organization and business entities must move beyond the traditional nature of CSR to a new paradigm that can cope with the demands and needs of present dynamic economic environment. According to [5], this new paradigm offers organization and business entities a massive return towards both social as well as commercial benefits.

From the above paragraph, corporate social innovation has emerged as the new emerging paradigm of innovation and received an overwhelming interest from organization and business entities worldwide in order to gained commercial driven benefits and at the same time contributes towards the development of human well-being and societal quality and quantity of life [6, 7, 8]. As a result, many multinational organization worldwide among others IBM, Napp Pharmaceuticals, GlaxoSmithKline, Novartis, Siemens, Microsoft, McDonald restaurant and Nike emphasis and focus more on corporate social innovation as compared to CSR in their main business outcome strategy initiatives [9, 10, 11, 12]. For example, GlaxoSmithKline, Novartis and Napp pharmaceutical creating inimitable pharmaceutical products, processes and services in specific diseases area by embedding new knowledge resource through partnership with university and consequently improves wider society quality of life and gained a substantial amount of commercial benefits in return [11]. In addition, IBM and Microsoft through knowledge resource collaboration also with university partners in the various engineering fields for example in computer and mechanical engineering creating new innovation on their products, processes and services which in turn offers society to enjoy a high-end computer and electronic products and at the same times gaining a huge amount of market share as compared to their competitors [13]. Moreover, [5] highlighted organization and business entities must viewed knowledge partnership and social sector activities as the source of opportunities to developed new ideas and innovation, enhance market needs and solving long-standing business problems and leaving behind old perception that viewed social sector activities just as a dumping ground for spare resources i.e. cash, equipment and human resource [14].

On the other hands, present economic environment is moving into knowledge based society where new knowledge resource is regard as the most valuable intangible resource that can be embedded into products, processes and services in order to fulfil private and social needs [15, 16]. With that, the association of corporate social innovation and knowledge resource is immensely important considering its contribution towards social and economic aspects. Thus, a complete and extensive understanding on the insight between CSR and corporate social innovation must be well understood. This is the primary purpose of this paper. This paper is set out in three sections. First, the paper examines the existing CSR literature. Secondly, this paper reviews the literature of social innovation within the context of knowledge and innovation led economy. This paper will also discuss on the knowledge resource as an essential resource for corporate social innovation. Thirdly, the paper ends by enveloping the conclusion of the thought.
2 Review of CSR

The general concept and definition of CSR is describes as the social responsibilities and obligation that organization and business entities have to the societies and environment within which their businesses operate. Specifically, literature highlighted that the classic notion of CSR is associated with the terms among others, social responsible behaviour, social legal responsibility to the citizens and also a charitable contribution to the society and environment [17]. According to [18], CSR encompasses a wide range of voluntarily works that contributes to the better society and cleaner environments. From the above statements, [19] established a formal and organised definition and deepens the understanding on CSR. The authors defined CSR as how organization and business entities socially interacts with employees, suppliers, customers and communities as a whole by integrating monetary and non-monetary resources in a continuous way that can leads to a better society and cleaner environments [20]. Within the literature, CSR have various definition and interpretation, but the common ground of understanding is that CSR is refers to an organization and business entities that made a continuous commitment and obligation through financial and non-financial assets towards social activities and program without having any inclination with their day-to-day business operations i.e. commercial driven benefits, but merely to show legal social responsibility and social connection to the community.

Within the literature of CSR, huge amount of empirical studies shows evidence to support and sums-up the above paragraph, whereby most organizations engaging with CSR only to fulfils non-commercial driven outcomes. Studies by [21, 22] examines the impacts of CSR activities towards organization reputation. Based on their findings, it shows that various multinational organization for example BP, Shell and tobacco related organization engaged with CSR activities i.e. charity, volunteer, philanthropy, only for the purpose of enhancing their organization reputation. For these organizations, CSR successfully creates a favourable corporate image and positive relationship on improving organization image in the eyes of the society at all level [23]. A study by [24] acknowledge that by getting a good corporate reputation through engagement in CSR activities does not necessarily shows organization is having a good financial performance. Furthermore, studies by [25, 26, 27] on CSR activities and environmental sustainability also explained the above notion. In their studies, they highlighted the main reason of multinational organization engaged and allocated substantial amount of resources on CSR activities are only due to satisfy and absorb social and political pressures on the issues of environmental sustainability. To elaborate further, their studies explained that oil and gas companies, mining companies and other related environmental issue companies address the issues of environmental sustainability simply by mobilizing spare resources towards environmental charity program and participating in an environmental corporate volunteer program. By doing this, they at least show their sense of caring towards improving and to ensure continuous environmental sustainability with regards to the nature of the business that they are dealing with. Even though such CSR activities should be encourage, but the activities have not produce any sort of return on the part of business point of view [5].

The literature also gives evidence that CSR have positive relationship with customer loyalty and satisfaction [28]. Various empirical studies among others by [29, 30, 31] found that when organization and business entities continuously engaging with CSR activities, it have a significant positive relationship with customer loyalty and satisfaction in regards to the brands and image of the organization. In contrast, [32] argued that even though CSR activities helps firms to secured loyal customers and enhance customers satisfaction,
however, this situation does not give a significant effect on the firm financial performance. Therefore, considering present competitive economic demands, CSR is somehow viewed as insufficient for organization and business entities to continue with. Thus, organization and business entities must be able to find a new platform and paradigm in dealing with the present economic demands that can fulfill both social and commercial return that can lead to long-term business prosperity and to stay survival. Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual view of CSR towards social benefits.

Figure 1 provides summary of the conceptual view of CSR towards social benefits. Box 1 in the CSR indicates the resources i.e. spare cash, equipment, human resource; Box 2 signifies the contribution of CSR through charity, physical volunteer activities and philanthropy towards social benefits i.e. social welfare, environmental sustainability and good interaction and relation. The next section explained the new paradigm i.e. corporate social innovation, which is more sufficiently comprehensive as compared to CSR within the era of knowledge and innovation led economy.

3 Review of Corporate Social Innovation

In the literature, corporate social innovation can be defined as new and novel solution embedded into products, processes and services in order to fulfill social needs and to improved quality and quantity of life [33, 15]. Specifically, corporate social innovation includes and integrates social, economic and technological approach in order to meet the demands and pressures of new economic environment [34, 35]. With the integration of social, economic and technological approach, there is a collective dynamic interplay that guarantees organization and business entities a considerable return with regards to these three aspects [36, 15]. As a result, corporate social innovation is seen as the new and outstanding emerging paradigm in order to resolve social, economic and technological issues face by all related parties and attracting the interest and attention of private sectors, policy makers and researches worldwide [6, 37]. According to [38], unlike CSR, corporate social innovation is not necessarily tied up to address specific social purposes but its significant value encompasses wide range of contribution outcomes that includes social, economic and technological benefits. To elaborate further, when organization and business entities implements corporate social innovation in its strategic planning and operational decision making process, it address social and economic issues among others, poor social health, poor education, social income inequality, massive unemployment and poor economic growth [39], this in turn leads to the outcome of profit maximization of private sectors, enhance economic growth, improves living condition of society, better
environmental condition and developed and enhance individual’s knowledge, skills and competencies [40].

From the above paragraphs, various empirical studies give evidence to justify the outcomes of corporate social innovation. According to [5], corporate social innovation helps to improves societal and economic problems by creating new solution, which refers to knowledge resource embedded into products, processes and services that work to meet pressing social and economic needs and to improve quantity and quality of people’s life. Studies by [5, 41] stressed that in the aspects of poor public education, corporate social innovation offers new solutions that comes from knowledge resource that contributes to a better future knowledge workers and at the same time helps specific private sectors gained a substantial amount of market share between competitors. Furthermore, according to [42], the result of deployment of corporate social innovation and knowledge resource on the issues of massive unemployment contributes towards increase in employment among people and also increase in consumption of economic benefits. According to [43, 22], corporate social innovation and knowledge resource leads to the introduction of superior products, processes and services that have a multiplier effects on the economic value in terms of profit maximization, market share monopoly and increase in private performance. A study by [44] also revealed on the positive effects of corporate social innovation and knowledge resource on the issues of social health. Their study found that knowledge resource leads to the establishment of superior medical products that can improves and enhance people’s health and subsequently gives a significant return towards profit maximization to the parties involved. Apart from that, [45, 16, 46] describe the new and novel solution which is the main element of corporate social innovation refers to the superior knowledge resource. This superior knowledge resource is embedded into products, processes and services which make them highly innovative and in turn lead to the outcome of improving society well-being that include environmental issues, stimulate economic growth and enhance private needs i.e. profit maximization, market share monopoly and private performance [38]. A recent study by [47] found that a linkage between superior knowledge resource and corporate social innovation is the best possible solution in producing superior products, processes and services towards overcoming social and economic and technological problems. New superior knowledge resource is created through the processes of strategic knowledge management that involves the process of knowledge creation, knowledge transfer and knowledge application [48, 49]. These processes involved the interplay of tacit and explicit knowledge [43, 50]. Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual view of corporate social innovation towards social, economic and technological benefits.
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Figure 2 provides summary of conceptual understanding of corporate social innovation and its association with knowledge resource within strategic knowledge management processes. Box 3 in the strategic knowledge management indicates the output i.e. knowledge resource and box 4 signifies the contribution of knowledge resource on corporate social innovation i.e. social, economic and technological payoffs; by producing highly innovative products, processes and services. Therefore, even though CSR approach is still applicable if not entirely out dated, but Corporate Social Innovation offers all parties concern i.e. private and public institutions, a better opportunity in optimizing social, economic and technological payoffs.

4 Conclusions

This paper provides an overview of the existing literature on CSR and corporate social innovation. This paper also provides a brief linkage between knowledge resource and corporate social innovation. The literature highlighted even though CSR can accomplish many social benefits and should be encouraged, but with the demands and pressures of present economic environment, CSR is seen as inadequate and not an ideal solution for organization and business entities to hold on in order to leverage social, economic and technological payoffs concurrently. This paper suggest that corporate social innovation is the new outstanding paradigm that are more sufficient within the era of knowledge and innovation led economy that provide real change in improving the well-being of people’s life, enhance economic and environmental growth as well as technological growth. In addition, knowledge resource created through the processes of knowledge creation, knowledge transfer and knowledge application is the vital intangible resource for the success of corporate social innovation. Therefore, there is an urgent need of comprehensive and extensive understanding and analysis on the empirical evidence of corporate social innovation and its relatedness with superior knowledge resource [51]. This new area must be seriously engaged by future research. Thus, this paper hopefully offers an improved understanding and new insight on understanding current states of CSR and new emerging paradigm of corporate social innovation and its linkages with knowledge resource within the context of economic and business environment.
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